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Context 
Tectonic activity near coastal areas such as in the Mediterranean basin developed on a region of plate boundary located 
between the European and African continents, can produce earth-quakes which can have catastrophic consequences on the 
coastal area associated with tsunamis processes. One of the areas most affected by active tectonic processes is the area 
located between Southern Italy and North Africa, including the Sicily-Tunisian Channel and the Ionian Sea. 
These catastrophic processes have left important signs of their occurrence in several coastal areas where a variety of 
evidence including sediments and erosional features can be today observed. Alternative explanation exists in the literature of 
these deposits linking them either to tsunami or catastrophic storm deposits. The ability to distinguish between them is 
crucial as will have an impact on understanding the triggering processes and therefore their predictability. 

Objectives and Methods 
The MSc research project aims at increasing the knowledge and understanding of the occurrence and impact that possible 
catastrophic processes such as tsunami and/or catastrophic storm waves have had on the coastal area of the Favignana 
Island and elaborate a map of risk and vulnerability of coastal areas related to this process. 
Specifically the project will focus on a number of large imbricated blocks occuring along the coast line in various locations of 
the island most likely accumulated by catastrophic waves. In addition, a peculiar sedimentary facies not yet described in the 
area suggesting extensive processes of liquefaction, possibly related to earth-quakes process, will be also the topic of this 
study.  
The research methods include at mapping in detail (also including subaqueous observations in shallow water) the area of the 
island where possible sign of tsunamis can be recorded, describing quantitatively these deposits from a compositional and 
textural point of view. The research will also aim at dating these deposits using C14, thermoluminescence and Sr-isotopes in 
order to provide information of the frequency of these processes. The field data will form the basis for the subsequent part of 
the work which will include the modelling of tsunami or large storm effects on the coast taking into consideration the 
location of possible seismogenic features occurring in the Mediterranean region surrounding the area of study. 
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